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JANOME® 2160DC and 3160QDC
More Room, More Sewing Power, 
More Ways To Get Things Done
You love to quilt, sew your own home decor, and 
express your creativity with fabric. You need a machine 
that makes it effortless and fun. One that gives you 
top-of-the-line performance and features at a 
basic-machine price. We made the 2160DC Decor
Computer™ and 3160QDC Quilter’s Decor Computer™ 
machines just for you. When creativity is this easy, you’ll 
want to share it with 
everyone you know.

Powerful Sewing AND 
Lightweight Carrying
With each stitch you can feel the power and 
precision of Janome stitch quality. From the thickest 
quilt to the sheerest curtain, sew without worrying  
about jamming or missed stitches. Your machine is 
sturdy but not bulky, so it’s easy to take along to
classes and clubs.

Go Ahead – Get Creative ... It’s Easy!
From big projects with layers of fabric to small projects 
with extra detail, it all feeds through the machine with ease.  
An extra-long free arm gives you the ability to sew in tight 
places. And legendary Janome precision means no 
puckering or shifting — even when starting from the 
very edge of your fabric.

Unique Needle Plate Gives You
Easy Measuring
An extra-wide needle plate contains important markings 
for increased accuracy. You get more seam allowance 
options, plus handy cornering guides and patented angle 
scale lines.

Choose From 60 Stitches, 
Including 6 One-Step® Buttonholes
You’ll find every stitch you need, from basic quilting to 
advanced home decor. The large stitch menu on the front 
of the machine is arranged by essential stitches, hemming 
stitches, decorative stitches, even heirloom stitches. Plus you 
get six automatic buttonhole stitches for perfect size and 
placement every time.

  Superior Plus 
Feed System™

Only Janome machines have 
this super stable feeding system 
that moves your fabric in perfect 
synchronization with the needle 
and bobbin. A seven-piece 
feed dog works with a flat feed 
mechanism, which keeps the 
feed dogs parallel to the needle 
plate whether sewing forwards 
or backwards. SFS+ available 
on 3160QDC only. 2160DC 
has SFS.

Start/Stop Button 
Let’s You Relax On 
Those Long Seams
Located close to the needle so you 
don’t have to move your hands, 
the Start/Stop button lets you relax 
your pedal foot. At the beginning 
of a seam, simply press and hold 
to slowly accelerate up to your set 
speed. At the end, press and hold 
to slow down and release to stop – 
a Janome exclusive.

3160QDC Quilter’s Decor Computer™

2160DC Decor Computer™

Innovative LCD Screen 
with Fast Navigation
Handy Arrow Keys take you quickly
to your stitch choice and setting 
options. The large, day glow LCD 
display makes your stitch number, 
width and length, and foot 
recommendation easy to read 
at a glance. Spend less time 
scrolling and more time sewing.

 

One-Hand™ 
Needle Threader
Pull down lever stays 
down for effortless 
threading every time 

Memorized Auto 
Thread Cutter
Automatically cuts 
needle and bobbin 
threads and neatly 
pulls needle thread 
to back. Can be 
programmed with 
certain stitches 
Available on 
3160QDC only

Accessories
Compartment
Store all your 
accessories in 
one easy-to-reach 
location. Removes to 
reveal the extra long 
free arm. 

Lock Stitch
Anchors your first
and last stitch

Adjustable Foot 
Pressure
Just turn the dial to 
adjust the presser foot 
to one of six pressure 
levels. A great feature 
to fine tune for fabric 
weight

Time Saving 
Features
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